Abstract-Single-crystalline silver filaments with periodic pearlchain-like structures are fabricated by electrodeposition without using any templates, surfactants, and additives. Simulations demonstrate that excited surface waves may sustain on silver pearl chains in middle infrared (Mid-IR) range. The propagation features of surface waves on the silver filaments indicate the structure application for Mid-IR wave transmittance.
INTRODUCTION
Both energy and information can be transmitted by waveguides made of metallic or dielectric materials at specific frequencies of electromagnetic waves. Optical fibers can be applied to confine and transfer light signals, while coaxial cables work well at microwave frequencies [1] [2] [3] . However, neither approach is efficient in transmission at infrared and terahertz bands. Recently, a waveguide based on coupled surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) among aligned metallic dots has been realized in the optical range [4] [5] [6] . It has also been discovered that terahertz waves can be efficiently transferred along a corrugated metallic wire in the mode of spoof SPPs or mimicking SPPs [7, 8] . Highly localized SPPs can be sustained in the terahertz region. In this case, the dispersion and mode profile of the transmitted electromagnetic waves are determined by the geometry of the corrugation on metallic structures [8] [9] [10] . It opens the way for important applications such as energy concentration on cylindrical wires and super-focusing using conical structures. However, there are two technical challenges which hinder rapid developments on the above design. First, in order to realize periodic corrugated structures on a metallic wire, microlithography techniques should be applied, which are usually time consuming and expensive. Second, single-crystalline metallic materials are preferred to reduce energy loss or signal noises, which are not easy to be fabricated due to the material anisotropy.
In this paper, we report the single-crystalline silver filaments with periodic, pearl-chain-like structures fabricated by electrodeposition. Simulations demonstrate that SPP-like surface waves may sustain on surface of the silver filaments in a wide region of middle-infrared (Mid-IR). It implies that such kind of metallic structures can serve in electromagnetic wave transmission, which may have applications for Mid-IR transmission or detection [11, 12] .
EXPERIMENTS
An electrodeposition system [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] is exploited to fabricate microstructure single-crystalline silver filaments without using any templates, surfactants, and additives. The experimental details are analogous to previous works [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . AgNO 3 aqueous electrolyte is prepared by dissolving AgNO 3 (analytically pure, 99.8%) with deionized ultrapure water (Millipore, electric resistivity of 18.2 MΩ·cm) and the concentration is 0.05 M. Parallel, straight electrodes are made of pure silver wires (99.99% pure, 0.5 mm in diameter, Goodfellow), and sandwiched by two glass slides. The separation between the silver electrodes is 10 mm. The temperature in the electrodeposition cell is decreased to −4 • C by a programmable thermostat (Polystat 12108-35, Cole-Parmer). A flat interface between ice and electrolyte is achieved with repeated solidification and melting method. Eventually a homogeneous, ultrathin layer of concentrated electrolyte of AgNO 3 can be generated. In the electrodeposition, potentiostatic method is applied and the electric voltage is set to 0.3 V. The morphology of the electrodeposited silver filaments is characterized by a field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) (LEO-1530VP).
RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
Electrodeposited silver filaments are silvery shiny in color and consist of pearl-chain-like structures. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , silver filaments are ramified yet the periodic features on the filaments are evident. The average diameter of silver 'pearl' is around 2 µm, which can be tuned by the initial electrolyte concentration of AgNO 3 and the applied voltage in the potentiostatic electrodeposition. Because of the coarseness in electrolyte [18, 19] , silver 'pearl' presents round morphology. As arrows marked in the higher magnification of Fig. 1 (b), there are some facets existing on the surface of silver pearls. It implies that this silver filament with pearl-chain-like structures is single-crystalline. Silver filaments electrodeposited on glass substrate are sputtered with gold and pretreated with Focus Ion Beam (FIB) milling process. The FIB-milled silver filaments are observed with FESEM as shown in Fig. 2 , where some compact and flat cutting surfaces can be identified. These silver filaments with pearl-chain-like structures have been demonstrated to be single-crystalline by the electron back scattering diffraction (EBSD) results in the previous work [17] . The exposed flat surfaces in Fig. 2 are mainly {001} facet and the growing direction of these silver filaments should be 101 . In electrodeposition process, all silver filaments grow from an initial point on cathode and they are electrically connected. Branches are inevitable which may increase capacity and lead in energy loss in circuits. When the electromagnetic wave propagates along metallic filaments, scattering is evident at positions where branching occurs. Previous works have demonstrated that ramification of Cu filaments can be greatly reduced with the unique electrodepositon method [13, 14, 16] . Comparing to silver dendrites [20] and silver fractal structures [21] , ramification of these silver filaments with pearl-chain-like structures is also greatly reduced with this unique eletrodeposition method [17] . As illustrated in Fig. 2(b) , the cross section of a silver Y-branch with pearl-chainlike structures is also compact and single-crystalline. This kind of Y-branches may have applications in electromagnetic devices, such as splitters [22] [23] [24] .
The propagation along silver-pearl-chain arrays can be obtained by Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer associated with an infrared microscope with FPA detector [17] . In the measurement, the horizontal component of infrared light plays the role to excite resonance of SPPs on silver filaments. In the simulation, a periodical silver spherical chain is taken as the model. The diameter of each silver sphere and the period of silver spherical chain are 2 µm and 1.8 µm, respectively. N represents the number of silver spheres in the model. The propagation along an individual silver spherical chain and electric field distribution are simulated based on finite difference time-domain (FDTD) method. Electromagnetic wave is incident from one side of the silver spherical chain, and signals are received in the other side. In the simulation, transmittance is defined as E t /E i , where E i is the input electric field, and E t is the electric field received in the other side of the silver spherical chain. Fig. 3 is the relative transmittance through a silver spherical chain with respect to vacuum, which presents the infrared propagated character of this silver spherical chain. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , these transmitted spectra with different sphere number N have similar tendency. It is obvious that all these spectra can be divided into three parts. First, in the wave number region lower than 800 cm −1 , the transmittance is a little less than that in vacuum. Second, in the wave number region higher than 2200 cm −1 , the transmittance falls down rapidly and approaches zero. Third, in the wave number region between 800 cm −1 and 2200 cm −1 , transmission enhancement can be identified. In Fig. 3 , as the sphere number N increases, the relative transmittance intensity with respect to vacuum and the peaks' number in these curves are all increased.
As illustrated in 1818 cm −1 and 2222 cm −1 correspond to two individual peaks in the transmission enhancement region. However, at 3030 cm −1 , the relative transmittance approaches zero. Fig. 4 plots the electric field distribution on the cross section along silver spherical chain axis at wave numbers of 1818 cm −1 , 2222 cm −1 and 3030 cm −1 , respectively. At 1818 cm −1 , electromagnetic wave can propagate along silver spherical chain, and strong electric field appears around the silver spherical chain as shown in Fig. 4(a) . At 2222 cm −1 , electromagnetic wave can also propagate along silver spherical chain, and the strong electric field appears around the silver spherical chain as shown in Fig. 4(b) . It is observed that the propagating wavelength near silver spherical chain is longer in Fig. 4(a) than that in Fig. 4(b) . As a result, electric field is mainly localized between a pair of silver spheres at 1818 cm −1 in Fig. 4(a) , while electric field is mainly localized around each silver sphere at 2222 cm −1 in Fig. 4(b) . However, at 3030 cm −1 shown in Fig. 4(c) , electromagnetic wave cannot propagate along this silver spherical chain and electric field is scattered at the incident site of this silver spherical chain. Almost no signals can be received in the other side. The simulated electric field distribution of Fig. 4 is in accordance with the relative transmittance spectra of Fig. 3 .
When the periodically corrugated silver spherical chain is excited by the horizontal component of the incident infrared wave, an asymptotic frequency [8] is strongly depends on the geometrical structure of this silver spherical chain. According to Ref. [8] , the asymptotic frequency should be around 2300 cm −1 for these silver pearl-chain-like structures. For incident frequency lower than the asymptotic frequency, spoof SPP can sustain on the surface of silver spherical chain. Electromagnetic wave can propagate along silver spherical chain as shown in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) . However, for incident frequency higher than the asymptotic frequency, spoof SPP cannot sustain on the surface of silver spherical chain. As a result, electromagnetic wave cannot propagate through the silver spherical chain and electromagnetic wave is scattered at the incident site as shown in Fig. 4(c) .
Above results demonstrate that spoof SPP may sustain on the surface of corrugated silver pearls, and electromagnetic waves can propagate along these electrodeposited silver filaments with pearl-chain-like structures in a wide range of infrared. As these silver filaments with pearl-chain-like structures are self-assembled by electrodeposition, it remains challenge in tuning the corrugated morphology and controlling branching of these metallic filaments. The periodicity on metallic filaments can be controlled by applying external electric pulses, referring to the method in spontaneous formation of periodic nanostructured Cu [15] . Normally, templates can be applied in elecrodeposition to achieve metallic structures with designed pattern, such as paralleled metallic wires [25] [26] [27] . With these methods, the propagation of surface waves along periodical and corrugated structures could be better controlled. They may be taken into applications in infrared region, such as sensors or detectors. 
CONCLUSION
Single-crystalline filaments with pearl-chain-like structures can be fabricated by electrodeposition without using any templates, surfactants, and additives. Transmittance enhancement through these silver filaments with pearl-chain-like structures can be identified within a certain frequency range of infrared. Excited surface waves may sustain on the surface of silver pearl chains, and electromagnetic waves can propagate along them. Based on the propagation profile on silver filaments, we suggest that these silver filaments with pearl-chain-like structures may have applications in Mid-IR transmission or detection.
